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Dear Readers
From the Editor.

Most of the classes I ever taught 
came with a set of textbooks that in-
troduced most if not all of the topics 
of my course. Given a choice, how-
ever, I usually eschewed those text-
books. In my native land of physics, 
a book chapter would introduce a 
concept, like ‘WORK,’ perhaps in-
clude a sidebar devoted to an his-
torical figure, like ‘James Joule,’ then 
move from previous concepts to-
wards a formula or the Law of Some-
thingorother. Short answer questions 
follow. Do the even questions before 
tomorrow’s quiz.

OK, maybe I simplify, but I could 
see my students compartmentalizing 
science in a bad way when they read 
the textbook. Where were the inter-
connections, the imperfect scientists 
stumbling forward and backward, 
the eureka moments, even the poli-
tics? Those were the elements that 
motivated me to continue my pur-
suit of scholarship. Those are also 
the elements that make Hamlet, the 
French Revolution, evolution, foren-

sics, and so much else of the high 
school curriculum bearable, if not ex-
citing. In physics, except for an occa-
sional sidebar on Galileo, the contro-
versy doesn’t come until chapter 84, 
Nuclear Energy; I don’t think most 
(high school) physics textboook-
driven courses make it that far, wast-
ing the first four months figuring out 

how far a baseball thrown from a 
train will go. Labs alone do not ful-
ly mitigate this situation, especially 
if they are seen as extensions of the 
textbook-centered curriculum.

Yes, now’s a good time to put this 
newsletter on the table and fire off a 
letter to the editor about how Jane 
Q. took a textbook-based class and 
now she’s a Post-Doc at Cambridge. 
Oh, and my textbook-author friends: 
(I cringe and grovel) You’re all the 
exception.

Now, let’s follow my exaggera-
tions and apologies with the subtler 
message engendered by this issue...

If, like me, you’re interested in in-
fusing your coursework with culture, 
history, language, politics, applica-
tions, photos, state-of-the-art tech-
nology, controversy, or just some-
thing new to chew, why not visit my 
favorite resource, the library.

As opposed to textbooks, trade 
books, along with 

articles from peri-
odicals, are tools 
to serve noble pur-
poses in a schol-
arly life: Weighing 

real and diverse 
opinions, developing lifelong learn-
ers, analyzing information, pursuing 
niche topics, and observing the de-
velopment of ideas over time.

The How-To
Perhaps you’re interested in start-

ing a library-research-project on re-
newable energy. You might give a list 
of references to your librarians when 

they ask what books to buy this year. 
Then, when the books are available, 
take the students in three consecu-
tive Thursdays: The first week, have 
students simply define and compare 
energy technologies; the second 
week, have them research trends 
in production, usage, and science 
in each technology; the third week, 
the students could synthesize their 
knowledge into a policy plan or a set 
of predictions or a solution to a spe-
cific issue, such as distributing wind 
power. Taking them through these 
research steps has helped even the 
lowliest of my students reach excep-
tionally high levels of scholarship.

To these ends I present to you an 
issue of our newsletter listing but a 
few of the 160 references online at
http://energyteachers.org/

ETOBibliography.php
The calendar of events and oppor-

tunities that usually appears on page 
4 isn’t published this time, but you 
can access such information online 
on our news and calendar pages. 
There are many new workshops this 
spring, announced at
http://energyteachers.org/ 

ReadNews.php
If you are interested in obtaining 

books on renewable energy at low 
or no cost for your school library, 
send me a note. There will be a quiz. 
(Hint: Book reviews about renew-
able energy are most welcome.)

-Shawn Reeves
shawn@energyteachers.org
39 Noble Street
West Newton, MA 02465
http://energyteachers.org

If you would like to continue to receive this 
free newsletter, and if you received this newsletter 

anonymously (as “Science Teacher” or “Physics 
Teacher”), please contact us. If your name appears on the 

label, you will continue to receive the news for free.

EnergyTeachers.org is a 
501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. 

Contributions are tax-deductible.
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Learning Concepts

Books for Energy Education
Books (and Periodicals) useful for teaching about energy

Parker, Barry R. The Isaac Newton school of driving : 
physics and your car. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hop-
kins University Press, 2003.

Pages: 250
ISBN: 0801874173 (alk. paper)
Call Number: QC125.2 .P37 2003
531
Keywords: Mechanics. Elasticity. Motion. 

Thermodynamics.
Notes: Every angle a general physics/philosopher 

would consider about a car is covered in this 
book: Thermo, drag, slip, electrochemistry, col-
lision, kinetics, even a little chaos. The antidote 
to those “way things work” books that merely 
show diagrams of parts, as if being able to name 
all the components of a car had anything to do 
with the “how.”

Wright, David. Natural solar architecture : a passive 
primer. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 
1978.

Pages: 245
ISBN: 0442295855 (hardcover). 0442295863 

(paperback)
Call Number: NA2542.S6 W74 728
Keywords: Architecture and solar radiation.
Notes: by David Wright ; technical advice, Jeffrey 

Cook ; ill., Dennis A. Andrejko.
Includes index. In EnergyTeachers’ library.
With excellent illustrations, this book shows how 

architects use thermodynamic formulae, inter-
esting technologies, and data to design dwell-
ings that use solar radiation. Look in used book 
stores or online; hardback or paperback.

Ristinen, Robert A., and Jack J. Kraushaar. Energy 
and the environment. 2nd ed. Hoboken, N.J.: John 
Wiley, 2006.

ISBN: 9780471739890 (pbk.)
0471739898 (pbk.)
Keywords: Power resources United States.
Pollution United States.
Notes: On older edition: Thinner than most text-

books, this book includes meaningful graphs 
and many chapters on specific topics. The book 
teaches concepts in physics in the context of 
natural resources.

Ewing, Rex A. Hydrogen--hot stuff, cool science : 
journey to a world of hydrogen energy and fuel cells 
at the Wasserstoff Farm. 1st ed. Masonville, CO: 
PixyJack Press, 2004.

Pages: xii, 276
ISBN: 0965809862
Call Number: TP359.H8 E95 2004
Keywords: Hydrogen as fuel.
Hydrogen as fuel Research.
Notes: Wisdom on hydrogen told in a fantasy set-

ting, with sidebars on H2 science.

State of the Art:
Consumers

State of the Art:
Graduate Students

American Solar Energy So-
ciety. Solar today. Boulder, 
CO: American Solar Energy 
Society

ISBN/ISSN: 1042-0630
Keywords: Solar energy 

Periodicals.
Notes: Bimonthly
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan./Feb. 1987)-

Smil, Vaclav. Energy at the 
crossroads : global perspectives 
and uncertainties. Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 2003.

Pages: xiv, 427
ISBN: 0262194929 (hc. alk. paper)
Call Number: HD9502.A2 S543 

2003
Keywords: Energy policy -- 

Energy policy United States 
-- Energy policy China -- En-

ergy policy Environmental 
aspects -- Energy development 
Technological innovations 
-- Globalization Environmen-
tal aspects -- Power resources 
Political aspects History 
-- Petroleum industry and 
trade Political aspects History 
-- History, Modern.

Notes: In EnergyTeachers’ 
library
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Exploring Technology

Studying Society

Peavey, Michael A. Fuel from water : energy inde-
pendence with hydrogen. 11 ed. Louisville, KY: 
Merit, Inc., 2003.

Pages: 256
ISBN: 0945516045
Call Number: TP359.H8 P43 1988 (older edition)
665.8/1
Keywords: Hydrogen as fuel.
Water as fuel.
Fuel cells.
Notes: Includes index.
A deep look at the recent history of research and 

engineering, this is a fascinating book.
In EnergyTeachers’ library.
URL: http://www.manhattanproject.com

Augustyn, Jim. The Return of the Solar Cat Book. 
Berkeley, CA: Patty Paw Press, 2003.

Pages: 96
ISBN: 0-9729949-0-4
Keywords: Solar energy History.
Notes: As you might guess, cute, tongue in cheek, 

but plenty of real talk about applications of so-
lar. This is the kind of book you want sitting on 
a table in your school library, enticing students 
on lunch break with its witty illustrations.

In EnergyTeachers’ library.
URL: http://www.solarcat.com

Huber, Peter W., and Mark P. Mills. The bottomless 
well: the twilight of fuel, the virtue of waste, and why 
we will never run out of energy. New York: Basic 
Books, 2005.

Pages: xxvii, 214
ISBN: 0465031161 (hbk.)
Call Number: HD9502.A2 H93 2005
Keywords: Power resources.
Notes: Misanthropes may find lots of juicy quotes 

and ideas in this book, such as the idea that 
wasting energy is virtuous and a chapter called 
“Saving the Planet with Coal and Uranium.” 
I recommend this book for debate clubs for its 
provocative nature.

At Newton (MA) Free Library.

Schaeffer, John, and Real Goods Trading Corpora-
tion. Real Goods Solar Living Sourcebook. 12th Edi-
tion. BC, Canada: New Society Publishers, 2004.

ISBN: 0-916571-05-X
Call Number: TJ807 .A58
Keywords: Renewable energy sources United 

States Catalogs.
Green products United States Catalogs.
Environmental protection Equipment and sup-

plies Catalogs.
Dwellings Environmental engineering 

Periodicals.
Solar energy Equipment and supplies Catalogs.
Notes: “The complete guide to renewable energy 

technologies & sustainable living.”
In EnergyTeachers’ Library.
Answers questions about renewable energy 

systems, catalog of Real Goods’ store. Explains 
most all of the equipment available to make 
homes sustainable.

Cothran, Helen, ed. Energy alternatives : opposing 
viewpoints. San Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press, 
2002.

Pages: 220
ISBN: 0737709049 (pbk. alk. paper)
0737709057 (lib. bdg. alk. paper)
Call Number: TJ163.2 .E4555 2002
333.79
Keywords: Power resources.
Renewable energy sources.
Notes: Opposing viewpoints series
In EnergyTeachers’ library
These books provide fodder for debate and explo-

ration of controversial issues.

For ideas for books pertinent to any specific technology 
you desire, please contact us.

Thanks to physics teacher John Roeder, two useful reviews 
of The End of Oil (Paul Roberts) and The Hydrogen Economy 
(Jeremy Rifkin) are republished online at:
http://energyteachers.org/ReadArticle.php?id=43



Easier Reading
Petersen, Christine. Wind Power: A True Book. New 

York: Children’s Press, 2004.
Pages: 47
ISBN: 0516228099
Call Number: TK1541 .P48 2004
Keywords: Wind power plants Juvenile literature.
Wind power.
Abstract: Describes how wind occurs in nature 

and how it can be used to produce electricity, 
both now and in the future.

Contents: What makes the wind blow? -- Local 
winds -- Discovering wind power -- Harnessing 
the wind -- Farming the wind -- Wind power 
for the future -- To find out more -- Important 
words.

Notes: In EnergyTeachers’ library.
Large type, glossary, references. For middle 

school readers, or could be read to elementary 
schoolers with visual aids. Also available from 
the series: Solar Power; Alternative Energy; Con-
servation; Water Power; Land Preservation.

Cole, Joanna, and Bruce Degen. The magic school 
bus and the electric field trip. 1st ed. New York: 
Scholastic Press, 1997.

Number of Pages: 48 p.
ISBN: 0590446827
0590446835 (pb)
Call Number: TK148 .C57 1997
621.3
Keywords: Electric power Juvenile literature.
Electric power distribution Juvenile literature.
Electricity.
Electric power.
Abstract: Ms. Frizzle takes her class on a field trip 

through the town’s electrical wires so they can 
learn how electricity is generated and how it is 
used.

Notes: In EnergyTeachers’ library.
Trip through a coal plant, but a page highlights 

cleaner alternatives.

Energy Exchange. Manassas, VA: National Energy 
Education Development (NEED) Project.

Notes: Five issues per year. Subscription included 
with membership. Electronic copies available 
online.

URL: http://need.org


